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This compilation is the first volume in the Phase Equilibria Diagram series focused on a single element, zirconium. The
volume combines over new results with diagrams and commentaries published previously to form a focused collection of
diagrams. The diagrams that appeared in earlier.

Searching available diagrams is all that is open to the public. Please log in to get access to view the repository
of diagrams. If you do not have an account you can purchase a subscription to the service at The American
Ceramic Society Website Search by Chemical System Search components can be entered in any order.
Elements can be entered in lieu of the chemical formula for a desired search component, e. Al-O for Al2O3,
using the appropriate search logic see below. These determine which search components can be entered and
populate the component drop-down list. Equals search - most restrictive: Search results will return only those
chemical systems that contain the components as typed. If you typed in "Si-C", the result set will contain only
records where the chemical system is exactly C-Si. Containing All and Only search: Search results will return
all of those records with chemical systems containing all the chemical elements or chemical compounds
entered in the text box, but nothing else. This differs from the "Equals" search in that it allows elements
entered as search terms to be found in compounds. Containing Any But Nothing Else search: Search results
will return all records with chemical systems containing any of the elements or compounds entered in the text
box, but no other elements or compounds. Containing search - the least restrictive: Search results will return
all records with chemical systems containing all elements or compounds typed in the text box. This is the least
restrictive search method. If you typed in "Si-C", the result set will include chemical systems such as the
following: Not Containing Elements and Compounds: The user can narrow a search by entering a chemical
element e. An example of a combination of excluded components: Invalid Component s This shows
components that are not valid for searching the database. Components may be invalid due to misspelling,
incorrect delimiters between components, or because you have entered a component which is not included in
the list of components that are available in the database. Component List Enter the search component
manually or by selecting from the Component drop-down list below, using a space or hyphen if entering more
than one in any order. Enter the chemical symbols for elements correctly using appropriate upper- and
lower-case letters. The database assumes that all numbers appearing in chemical formulas for compounds are
subscripts. For example, to find all systems containing zirconium oxide, enter ZrO2, or Zr-O. See the Help
Page for Chemical System Designation rules, which determine the list of searchable components. Chemical
system classifications are designed generally to name the simplest possible chemical components and these are
not necessarily the end-members of the diagram. Mixed compounds are not used in the assignment of
chemical systems with the exception of oxides of elements that are not solids at ambient temperature e. The
simplest components are frequently those compounds that would be used in the laboratory to synthesize the
more complex compound. Not Containing The user can narrow a search by entering a chemical element e. An
example of a combination of Not Containing components is O-N. This will result in the exclusion of any
chemical system with oxygen, an oxide component Al2O3, SiO2 , elemental N, or an N-containing component
Si3N4. Clicking this button will toggle the visibility of the information icons. Clicking on an information icon
will launch a dialog that will provide you with information about the feature found next to the icon. This
function will return a list of all published figures in the database. When sorted by Chemical System, the user
obtains the electronic equivalent of the hard-copy Cumulative Indices that were previously published after
each book was released. This new feature provides a shortcut - the user can display the same list by leaving the
search "Components or Elements" field blank, choosing All from the PED Volume drop-down list, and
clicking Search. Figure numbers for diagrams in special publications must be entered with the appropriate
letter and dash; e.
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The Zr Te phase diagram has been investigated by X-ray powder diffraction and Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA)
measurements. Seven compounds were found in the Zr Te system, of which only the compound Zr 1+x Te 2 has a
homogeneity range.

Production, chemical properties, occurrence[ edit ] Zirconia is produced by calcining zirconium compounds,
exploiting its high thermal stability. A small percentage of the oxides of calcium or yttrium stabilize in the
cubic phase. Unlike TiO2, which features six-coordinate Ti in all phases, monoclinic zirconia consists of
seven-coordinate zirconium centres. This difference is attributed to the larger size of Zr atom relative to the Ti
atom. It is slowly attacked by concentrated hydrofluoric acid and sulfuric acid. When heated with carbon, it
converts to zirconium carbide. When heated with carbon in the presence of chlorine, it converts to zirconium
tetrachloride. This conversion is the basis for the purification of zirconium metal and is analogous to the Kroll
process. Engineering properties[ edit ] Zirconium dioxide is one of the most studied ceramic materials. ZrO2
adopts a monoclinic crystal structure at room temperature and transitions to tetragonal and cubic at higher
temperatures. The change of volume caused by the structure transitions from tetragonal to monoclinic to cubic
induces large stresses, causing it to crack upon cooling from high temperatures. Upon heating, zirconia
undergoes disruptive phase changes. By adding small percentages of yttria, these phase changes are
eliminated, and the resulting material has superior thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties. In some
cases, the tetragonal phase can be metastable. If sufficient quantities of the metastable tetragonal phase is
present, then an applied stress, magnified by the stress concentration at a crack tip, can cause the tetragonal
phase to convert to monoclinic, with the associated volume expansion. This phase transformation can then put
the crack into compression, retarding its growth, and enhancing the fracture toughness. This mechanism is
known as transformation toughening, and significantly extends the reliability and lifetime of products made
with stabilized zirconia. Uses[ edit ] The main use of zirconia is in the production of hard ceramics, such as in
dentistry see below , [8] with other uses including as a protective coating on particles of titanium dioxide
pigments, [1] as a refractory material, in insulation , abrasives and enamels. Stabilized zirconia is used in
oxygen sensors and fuel cell membranes because it has the ability to allow oxygen ions to move freely through
the crystal structure at high temperatures. This high ionic conductivity and a low electronic conductivity
makes it one of the most useful electroceramics. Zirconia is a precursor to the electroceramic lead zirconate
titanate PZT , which is a high-K dielectric, which is found in myriad components. Niche uses[ edit ] The very
low thermal conductivity of cubic phase of zirconia also has led to its use as a thermal barrier coating , or
TBC, in jet and diesel engines to allow operation at higher temperatures. Another low thermal conductivity
use is a ceramic fiber insulation for crystal growth furnaces, fuel cell stack insulation and infrared heating
systems. This material is also used in dentistry in the manufacture of 1 subframes for the construction of
dental restorations such as crowns and bridges , which are then veneered with a conventional feldspathic
porcelain for aesthetic reasons, or of 2 strong, extremely durable dental prostheses constructed entirely from
monolithic zirconia, with limited but constantly improving aesthetics. Because of the hardness, ceramic-edged
cutlery stays sharp longer than steel edged products. Zirconia is also employed in the deposition of optical
coatings ; it is a high-index material usable from the near-UV to the mid-IR , due to its low absorption in this
spectral region. In such applications, it is typically deposited by PVD. Cubic zirconia Brilliant-cut cubic
zirconia Single crystals of the cubic phase of zirconia are commonly used as diamond simulant in jewellery.
Like diamond, cubic zirconia has a cubic crystal structure and a high index of refraction. Visually discerning a
good quality cubic zirconia gem from a diamond is difficult, and most jewellers will have a thermal
conductivity tester to identify cubic zirconia by its low thermal conductivity diamond is a very good thermal
conductor. This state of zirconia is commonly called cubic zirconia, CZ, or zircon by jewellers , but the last
name is not chemically accurate. Zircon is actually the mineral name for naturally occurring zirconium silicate
ZrSiO4.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

4: Zirconium dioxide - Wikipedia
Data on phase formation and transition in both pure zirconia and zirconia based systems are systematized and critically
considered in this review; the point of essential interest is the presence and possible stabilization of metastable zirconia
at low temperatures.
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